NOTICE

Centre for All India Competitive Examinations, Khalsa College Amritsar, offers coaching for IAS/PCS/Allied Services/UGC-NET and all other exams at affordable rates. The Centre is housed in newly constructed building (adjacent to Agriculture Block) and equipped with latest amenities. The students and staff of the college can avail the benefits of this Centre. Salient features are:

1. Highly qualified staff
2. Library with Reading rooms
3. WiFi and Internet Facility

For further queries and details contact:

1. Dr. Paramjit Singh Judge, Chief-Coordinator, Mobile 94170-07828
2. Dr. Jagrup Singh Sekhon, Coordinator, Mobile 94170-75563
3. Mr. Lakshman (DEO) Mobile 9855657684

(Dr. Mehal Singh)
Principal

Copy to:

1. All Heads of the Departments/In-charges of Department of Physical Education, History, Hindi, Music, Sociology, Social Sciences, Fine Arts, Journalism & Mass Communication, Fashion Designing and Religious Studies for information of staff and students in the classes
2. All the Notice Boards
3. Madam Anureet, Incharge College Website
4. Superintendent/File